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In [Vl], we conjectured that algebraic points (of bounded degree over Q) on a
fixed curve should obey a height inequality of the following form. Let P be an
algebraic point on a curve C of genus g &#x3E; 1, defined over a number field. Let K
be the canonical divisor on C and let hK(P) denote the (logarithmic, absolute)
height of P relative to K ([VI], Section 1.2). Also let

be the normalized logarithmic discriminant of (the field of definition of) P. Then
we have

CONJECTURE 0.1 ([VI], (5.5.0.1)). For all e &#x3E; 0 and all algebraic points P on C
of bounded degree,

where the constant in 0(1) depends on C, e, and on the bound on the degree.

This conjecture, if true, would imply the abc conjecture and the asymptotic
Fermat conjecture, among others (see [Vl], (5.5.1)-(5.5.2) or Appendix 5.ABC
and [V2], Section 5).

It is not clear whether the assumption bounding the degree is really necessary.
The purpose of this note is to prove the following weaker variant of

Conjecture 0.1 in the function field case, as was promised in [V2], p. 164. (For
notation, see Section 1.)

THEOREM 0.2: Let C be a curve defined over a function field of characteristic
zero, and fix B &#x3E; 0. Then for all algebraic points P on C,

where the constant in 0(l) depends on C and e.
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Note that the degree may be unbounded in this case.
The proof uses the methods of Grauert’s proof of Manin’s theorem ([G], see

also [D]), and therefore it is unlikely to translate into the number field case. In

particular, it makes essential use of the derivative with respect to the variable on
the base. On a related note, one might hope to decrease the 2 + e by making use
of higher derivatives as well, but this is not the case.
The method does not produce an effective bound for the constant in 0(1). It is

plausible, however, that one might bound the number of algebraic families
occurring in Corollary 4.4, and therefore get an effective bound on the number of
families of exceptions to the above inequality with a given constant. It would not
be a neat formula, though; 1 leave the details to those more interested in

pursuing these questions.
To conclude this section, we note that other bounds of the form (0.3) are

already known:

(where s is the number of bad fibres). The first two bounds above are effective;
they are due, respectively, to Szpiro [Sz] and Esnault and Viehweg [E-V]. Note
also that Szpiro has a variant of the first bound above in characteristic p &#x3E; 0.

The last bound follows from the function field analogue of [V2], Theorem 3.5,
using Corollary 2.2 in place of Conjecture 3.3. All of the arguments carry over to
the function field case directly, omitting special arguments for the fibres over 2
and oo. For example, the Minkowski argument of Step 2 of the proof of Lemma
3.6 can be replaced by an application of the Riemann-Roch theorem. (One can
also improve the above inequality slightly, as follows. Let B6 be a smooth
projective curve for which F6 = K(B6) (notation as in [V2]); let D" be the divisor
on B6 corresponding to the restriction of the divisor D’ on X 6 to smooth fibres.
We first want to make deg D" even. If X 6 has bad fibres, then this can be done by
adding a point of bad reduction to D"; otherwise we must have g(B6) &#x3E; 0 and we

can then replace B6 with a nontrivial étale double cover to obtain the desired
effect. Then, since the group Jac(B6)(C) is divisible, D" is linearly equivalent to a
divisor divisible by two. Thus, after multiplying h by a constant in F6, we may
assume that D’ is supported only on fibres of bad reduction. Then the factor 5/4
in condition (c) of the lemma disappears, and we have the bound

in place of the above bound.)
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1. Notation

Let B be a smooth connected projective curve of genus q defined over an
algebraically closed field k of characteristic zero. Let n: X -+ B be a flat proper
morphism with connected fibres, and assume that X is a regular surface. Let g
denote the genus of the generic fibre C of n.

Algebraic points P on C correspond to commutative diagrams

where B’ is a (smooth, connected, projective) cover of B and s,: B--+ X is

generically an injection.
Let úJX/B be the relative dualizing sheaf, and let

Finally, let q’ denote the genus of B’ and let

2. Effective divisors on ruled surfaces

Throughout this section, let é be a locally free sheaf of rank 2 on C; note that its
degree is defined ([H], II Ex. 6.12). We recall the ruled surface [JJ&#x3E;(C) ([H], Section
IL7 and V 2.8) and its associated morphism p: [P()-C and invertible sheaf
O(1).

LEMMA 2.1. Assume that deg é &#x3E; 0 and let D be a divisor on C such that

deg D = deg é. (2.2)

Then for all rational B &#x3E; 0 and all sufficiently large ne N such that n£ e 7L,

Proof. For all n e Z such that ne E Z, let

Standard computations on ruled surfaces ([H], V 2.9) show that
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where the square on the left-hand side is an intersection number. It then follows

from (2.2) that

Thus X(2 n) &#x3E; 0 for n sufficiently large. Since 2 n meets fibres of p positively, it
follows by duality that

By the Riemann-Roch theorem, it follows that

for n sufficiently large. D

3. Curves in P(Qj)

We consider the three-fold P(Q %). It is a fibering of projective lines over X, and is
also provided with a canonical invertible sheaf (9(1). Let p : P(Q%) - X denote the
canonical morphism. Also, for a curve Y on P(Q%), let deg Y denote the
intersection number of Y with a generic fibre of no p.

PROPOSITION 3.1. Fix a rational number B &#x3E; 0. Then there exists a constant c

and an effective divisor E on P(Q%) (both depending on B) such that for all

irreducible curves Y on P(Q%) not contained in E,

Proof We first proceed by applying Lemma 2.1 to the locally free sheaf

Then the generic fibre P of 7r°p is the ruled surface of Lemma 2.1, and (9p(c)(l)
(resp. p: P«ff) -&#x3E; C) is the restriction of (9p(oi)(1) (resp. p : P(n’) ---&#x3E; X). The
sequence

of sheaves on X is exact except for the left-most term. On the left it is exact
wherever the fibre of n is reduced. Therefore, this gives an exact sequence of
sheaves on C:

In particular,
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and, by Lemma 2.1, there exists an effective divisor E on P and a natural number
n such that

for some invertible sheaf 2 on P(Q%) supported on the fibres of n 0 p. Since
(y. E) 0,

4. Proof of Theorem 0.2

It will suffice to prove Theorem 0.2 when e is rational.

We will use the following construction, due to Grauert:

The map t p is obtained as follows. Whenever one has a locally free sheaf 9 (e.g.
n’), giving a morphism Y - P(&#x26;) is equivalent to giving a morphism s : Y -+ X,
an invertible sheaf fil on Y, and a surjective map of sheaves s*8 -+ fil on Y ([H],
II 7.12). In this particular case, Y = B’, fil = S2B., and the map of sheaves is the
natural map s*S2X -&#x3E; S2B-. (This map is not necessarily surjective, but one can
replace fil with the image of the map s*SZX - SZB..) Moreover, this image is
tpm(l).

Since

we see that Theorem 0.2 follows from (3.2) for all points P such that tp(B’) gt E.

DEFINITION 4.2. Let X be a compact connected Kâhler manifold, let N be
an invertible sheaf on X, and let co c- F(X, Qi (8)(9x N). Then a Pfaffian divisor
with respect to cv is a divisor which, when written as a Cartier divisor {(U, fu)l,
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has the property that for all U,

We note that the above condition is independent of the choices of (U, fu)
representing D. Such divisors are also called integral submanifolds, but that is
confusing terminology in the present context.
By choosing an injection X 4 MX (the sheaf of meromorphic functions on

X), we may think of 0) as a meromorphic 1-form on X. Also, for any given point
P, one can choose an injection as above so that OJ is holomorphic at P.
The rest of the proof of Theorem 0.2 is a consequence of the following theorem

of Jouanolou:

THEOREM 4.3. Let X, 0), and JV be as in the above definition. Then:

(a) there are infinitely many irreducible Pfaffian divisors with respect to OJ if and
only f 0) is of the form 0) = g do for meromorphic functions g and 0 on X ; and

(b) if there are finitely many such divisors, then their number is bounded by

where p is the Picard number of X.

Proof. See [J], [D]. D

Theorem 0.2 is an immediate consequence of the following corollary of
Theorem 4.3:

COROLLARY 4.4. Let X be a smooth algebraic surface and let É be an effective
divisor on P(Q%). Then the set of irreducible curves Yo on X whose normalizations
lift (via the construction (4.1)) to curves contained in E is a union of finitely many
algebraic families.

To see how this implies Theorem 0.2, we note that an algebraic family of
curves Yo £; X lifts to an algebraic family of curves Y £; P(Q%); then the
quantities (Y . P*WX/B)’ etc. in (3.2) are all constant as Y varies over such curves.
Thus there exists a value of c such that (3.2) holds for all Yo in that algebraic
family. Since there are only finitely many algebraic families, by the above
argument and Proposition 3.1 there exists a constant c such that (3.2) holds for
all curves Y z P(Q}) obtained as in (4.1); then Theorem 0.2 follows.

Proof of Corollary 4.4. It will suffice to prove this for each irreducible

component of E; hence we may assume that E is irreducible. We may also
assume that E dominates X ; otherwise it lies over a curve in X, and Yo must then
equal that curve.
Now let X’ be a desingularization of E and let h : X’ - X be the composition of
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p and the desingularization morphism. Let U be a nonempty open subset of X
over which h is étale; then

therefore one can lift E to an irreducible divisor E’ on P(O’,), of degree 1 over X’.
After removing at most finitely many curves, we may assume that all curves Yo
meet U and therefore lift to curves Yj z X’ whose liftings to !P(Djr) lie in E’.
We would like to apply Theorem 4.3 to X’. Since E is a section of the

morphism p’ : P(Q%,)-X’, it follows from the definition of P(Q%,) that E

corresponds to a surjection Q}, -+ fil for some invertible sheaf fil on X’. Let Co be
a meromorphic 1-form generating the kernel of this surjection. Now let Yj be a
curve on X’ whose lifting lies in E’, and let P be a smooth point on Yo- Then we
may choose local coordinates Zl, z2 on X’ so that is locally defined by z, = 0.
After possibly multiplying by a meromorphic function, we may assume that Co is
holomorphic at P. By definition of the lifting construction, it follows that the
surjection fl’, --+ fil is given by

along Y¿, i.e.,

on Y,’. In a neighborhood of P, this becomes

Thus

is holomorphic at P. Since this holds for almost all P e Y,’, it holds for all P E X’,
and thus Y¿ is a Pfaffian divisor with respect to w.

Thus, by Theorem 4.3, either (a) there are only finitely many irreducible curves
Yo i- X whose liftings lie in E, or (b) w is of the form g do for some meromorphic
functions g, p on X’. In the latter case, another argument using local coordinates
shows that all such curves Y¿ are of the form 0 = constant; therefore all such Yo
lie in a pencil. Reducing to families of irreducible curves then gives a finite
number of algebraic families. D
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